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The Security and Risk Report Series focuses on
•
•
•

Operational risks in areas of instability which could affect the safety of commercial and private vessels and
personnel ashore and at sea.
In country reporting on key countries where civil conflicts are directly impacting on maritime operations; and
Reporting and analysis of incidents of terrorism, piracy and other related criminal activity.

MAST has a global reach and presence, delivering first hand, accurate and exclusive intelligence. MAST is
entrenched and committed in continuing to support and promote the awareness of the very real risks that
seafarers and other stakeholders face.
This Intelligence Report Series is a brief snapshot of MAST’s Intelligence capabilities. MAST Intelligence specialises
in providing clients with a suite of products and services, including; political and economic risk analysis, detailed
port and vessel security briefs, vessel passage plans, threat and risk mitigation and travel risk management.
Working closely in conjunction with a host of experts, MAST Intelligence offers a market leading service pertaining
to all maritime affairs.
Follow MAST on LinkedIn and Twitter to keep abreast with these insightful weekly reports and more —
including real time security updates.

Issue 346
Issue 346 of the series reviews, analyses and threat assesses the conflict-affected coastal
states of Somalia and Yemen and associated waters, as well as ongoing issues facing the
maritime industry in West Africa. The Mediterranean migrant crisis, security issues facing the
UK and incidents affecting maritime security are also reported and analysed.
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Gulf of Guinea
The United States Consul General in Lagos, William Stevens, has commended the country’s Navy for its efforts
to reduce piracy in the region, This Day reported on August 22nd. He made the comments as the USCG Cutter
Mohawk arrived in Lagos, ahead of planned counter piracy exercises with the Nigerian Navy.

Incidents: Nothing significant to report.

superior firepower and rescued the passengers”. The
pirates fled into the waterways, police said.

Presidency: We’ll soon reveal those
behind crude oil theft in Nigeria

Nigerian Navy arrests Norwegian ship
stealing crude oil

The Nigerian government has said that it will name
high profile individuals involved in organised oil
theft, This Day said on August 21st. The move comes
as former militant leader, Tompolo, has promised
“no hiding place” for oil thieves, saying that the
government knows who is involved in the crime. It
was estimated by This Day that oil theft and illegal
refining is costing the country $40 million per day. At
the time of this report, 13 Nigerian Navy personnel
are on trial for alleged involvement in the crime.

The Nigerian Navy has arrested the tanker MT
HEROIC IDUN, for allegedly trying to illegally lift
Nigerian crude oil, the Premium Times said on
August 19th. The Navy state that the ship entered
Akpo Field without clearance but was prevented
by the Nigerian Navy, who then pursued the ship
towards Equatorial Guinea before arresting her and
the ship’s crew.

U.S. Naval Forces Africa, Royal Danish
Navy host Maritime Operations Planning
Workshop

Police rescue passengers from pirate
attack in Bayelsa

In a combined effort, US Naval Forces Africa (NAVAF)
and the Royal Danish Navy hosted the Maritime
Operations Planning Workshop (MOPW) in Accra,
Ghana for West African partners from 14 nations,
on August 18th. Building off of the partnerships
established during exercise Obangame Express,
MOPW allows junior officers from African navies and
coast guards to plan operations in a collaborative
environment. The exercise will last eight days, the US
Navy said.

Niger Delta Connect reported on August 18th that
police in Bayelsa State had interdicted a group of
sea pirates as they attempted to abduct a group
of passengers on the Nembe-Brass waterway.
Police Public Relations Officer of the Bayelsa State
Command, SP Asinim Butswat, said in a statement:
“On 17th August at about 1730 hours, operatives of
the Marine Department of the Bayelsa State Police
Command, while on patrol along the Nembe-Brass
waterways came under attack by sea pirates, who
were robbing passengers and attempting to kidnap
some of them in a speed boat. The operatives
repelled the attack, subdued the pirates by their

For further information, please click here.

Gulf of Guinea Piracy & Maritime Crime Figures
2022
Incidents reported: 19 (MDAT-GoG/Others)
2021
Incidents reported: 56 (MDAT-GoG/Others)
Crew kidnapped: 46 (IMB, MDAT)
Vessels hijacked: 1 (MDAT-GoG)
2020
Incidents reported: 132 (MDAT-GoG)
Crew Kidnapped: 130 (IMB)
Vessels Hijacked: 3 (IMB)
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Indian Ocean Region
A workshop organised by the Security Institute for Governance and Leadership in Africa has called for an
integrated maritime security strategy in South Africa, to better position the South African Navy to fight against
piracy and other types of maritime crime, Defence Web said on August 18th.

Incidents: Nothing significant to report.

Iran to extract oil from shared field

Indian Ocean HRA to be removed next
year

An Iranian official unveiled plans for the
development of an oilfield that straddles the
maritime border with Saudi Arabia in the Persian
Gulf within the next three years, Iran’s state-run
Tasnim News said on August 21st. The Iranian Oil
Ministry official said on Saturday that a contract will
be awarded for the first phase in development works
at Esfandiar oilfield, which is connected to Saudi
Arabia’s Lulu oilfield, in the very near future.

The International Chamber of Shipping reported
on August 22nd that the Indian Ocean HRA, which
has been in place for 15 years, will be removed
on January 1st 2023. The move, agreed by
International Chamber of Shipping (ICS), BIMCO,
International Marine Contractors Association (IMCA),
INTERCARGO, INTERTANKO and Oil Companies
International Marine Forum (OCIMF), comes after
a significant period of stability on the water.
It coincides with the end of the naval mission,
Operation Atalanta in December 2022, meaning
there will be a significantly reduced naval presence in
the region should vessels experience issues.

Brazil Assumes Command of CTF 151
Pakistan turned over command of a multinational
naval task force to Brazil during an afternoon
ceremony at the US Navy base in Bahrain, August
18th, the Combined Maritime Forces announced.
This is the second time Brazil has led CTF 151.

India resolved to contribute to
development of Iran’s Chabahar port

International Maritime Security
Construct holds change of Command

India’s Union Minister of Ports, Shipping and
Waterways Sarbananda Sonowal expressed his
country’s determination to play a constructive role
in the development of Chabahar, voicing support
for Iran’s plans to turn the port into a regional
and international commercial hub. The Indian
government wants to have a constructive role in
this important plan, Sonowal said at a meeting with
Iranian First Vice President Mohammad Mokhber.

The IMSC, which protects merchant vessels in the
Strait of Hormuz and Bab el-Mandeb Strait under
Operation Sentinel, has held a change of command
ceremony, they said on August 18th. Royal Navy
Commodore Ben Aldous assumed command of IMSC
from Commodore Don Mackinnon who served as
commander since November 2021.
For further information, please click here.
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European Waters
The Daily Mail reported on August 17th that so far in August, 4,159 people have crossed the English Channel
from France in small boats, citing figures provided by the UK government. This brings the number arriving in the
UK via that route to 21,164.

Black Sea incidents

Channel migrants: MoD says 606 cross
Channel in single day

Ireland has received its first grain shipment from
Ukraine since the Russian invasion, Euractiv reported
on August 22nd. A shipment of 33,000 tonnes of
grain arrived at Foynes Port in County Limerick.
A Ukrainian drone struck the Russian Black Sea
Fleet headquarters in Crimea on Sunday 21st, the
media reported. Despite attempts to shoot the UAV
down, video showed an impact and large explosion,
although there were no reported fatalities, LBC
said. In related news, last week Russia replaced the
commander of its Black Sea Fleet, following a series
of attacks including the loss of the Moskva in April.
Vice Admiral Viktor N. Sokolov has now taken over
the role, and told junior officers in Sevastopol that:
“The Black Sea Fleet is participating in the special
military operation, and is successfully completing all
the tasks set for it,” the New York Times reported on
August 21st.
So far, over 560,000 tonnes of grain and agricultural
produce have left Ukraine under the humanitarian
grain corridor programme, and Marine Link reported
on August 19th that a further 10 vessels were
being loaded at the three ports currently available
under the scheme. Ukraine’s Infrastructure Minister
Oleksandr Kubrakov said on Friday that: “Ten vessels
are currently being loaded and are preparing to leave
the ports of Odessa, Chornomorsk and Pivdennyi. We
also have more than 40 applications for shipping to
Ukrainian ports.” As of Monday 22nd, 33 merchant
ships had left the country’s ports.
Highlighting the ongoing risk to ships, last Monday,
at least two people were killed on a beach in Odessa
after ignoring rules to stay out of the water. The
New York Post reported that one man appears to
have stepped on a naval mine which then detonated,
killing him and at least one other person and
wounding two more. Odessa police Col. Lyubov
Hordievska said: “We would like to emphasize once
again on the dangers of swimming in the water of
Odessa region. It is dangerous and forbidden.”

The Ministry of Defence said 606 people crossed
the English Channel in 12 small boats on Wednesday
17th. The government described the rise in Channel
crossings as “unacceptable”, and said asylum seekers
should apply in the first safe country they reach, BBC
News said on August 19th.

Hundreds of UK-bound migrants rescued
from sea in just four days
Euronews said on August 19th that French
authorities had rescued over 250 people attempting
to cross the English Channel in a four-day period, in a
sign that efforts to deter people smugglers are not
having the desired impact. The rescue operations
were conducted by both the French Coast Guard and
Navy, as well as the National Society for Rescue at
Sea (SNSM). Euronews said that French officials had
so far intercepted 533 attempts by people to cross
to the UK by small boats in 2022, involving 18,763
people.

Open Arms’ new flagship vessel rescues
101 migrants in first mission
The Spanish NGO, Open Arms, launched a new,
larger vessel to rescue people the Mediterranean
and on its maiden voyage, picked up 101 migrants
in the Central Mediterranean, InfoMigrants said
on August 18th. “After hours of search in the first
search and rescue operation of the #OpenArmsUno
in international waters of the central #Med, 101
people abandoned drifting are already safe, facing
the silence and passivity of the Maltese authorities
responsible,” the NGO said in Spanish on Facebook.

For further information, please click here.
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